The Ku Klux Klan
in the Southwest
By CHARLES C. ALEXANDER

The Klan during the 1920s received its strongest impetus in
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma,
and Texas from its moral authoritarianism, which was designed to
restore familiar traditions of orthodox morality through political
action as well as anonymous acts
of violence.
$6.00

Burke and the
Nature of Politics
By CARL B. CONE

"A landmark in twentieth century
scholarship on Burke."—Peter J.
Stanlis, Modern Age. "Mr. Cone
has set forth the narrative of
Burke's life in amplitude and
clarity, and has produced an ambitious and solid . . . life of the
most splendidly articulate of all
British conservatives."—Arthur C.
Turner, The New York Times
Book Review.
I, The Age of the American
Revolution
$9.00
II, The Age of the French
Revolution
$9.00
The two-volume set
$15.00

Hateful
Contraries
By W. K. WIMSATT

In these ten essays, Mr. Wimsatt,
a renowned critic and scholar,
explores the meaning of criticism
and the larger meaning of literature itself. These difficult questions Mr, Wimsatt treats with
characteristic wit and penetration
ranging from a broad consideration of principles to incisive comment on individual writers and
works.
$5.50

UNIVERSITY OF
KENTUCKY PRESS
LEXINGTON

86

A Superfluity of Uncertainty
Nietzsche: An Introduction to the
Understanding of His Philosophical Activity, by Karl faspers, translated from the German by Charles F.
Wallraff and Frederick } . Schmitz
(University of Arizona Press, xiv, 490
pp. $12), attempts to dissociate the
philosopher from all positions, all
conclusions, all views that have been
attributed to him. Walter Kaufmann,
whose
"Hegel:
Reinterpretation,
Texts, and Commentary" is published
this week by Doubleday, is professor
of philosophy at Princeton.
By WALTER KAUFMANN

EW PHILOSOPHERS have had as
F
much influence as Nietzsche. The
study of his thought opens a hundred
doors to a better understanding of
twentieth-century literature and psychology, historical and political thought,
and of course philosophy. During the
past seventy-five years Nietzsche's name
has been associated with many different
movements. At one time people linked
Nietzsche with social Darwinism; later
with Spengler, who said he owed "everything" to Goethe and to Nietzsche;
then with Freud, who said that
Nietzsche "had a more penetrating
knowledge of himself than any other
man who ever lived or was ever likely
to live." Later one associated him with
the Nazis—but also with Malraux and
Gide, Thomas Mann and Rilke—and today with Existentialism.
The first so-called Existentialist to
publish a book about Nietzsche was
Karl Jaspers, in 1936. He was then a
professor of philosophy at Heidelberg,
with a Jewish wife, and Hitler had
been in power three years. Alfred
Baumler, a philosophical nonentity, had
been given a chair of philosophy at the
University of Berlin and was misrepresenting Nietzsche as a forerunner of
Nazism.
Jaspers never accepted this nonsense:
he had no doubt that Nietzsche was a
forerunner of his own Existenzphilosophie. We should not relegate these two
misinterpretations to the same plane. It
is not just that Jaspers has greater stature than almost anybody else who has
written on Nietzsche, not to speak of
the pathetic Nazi hacks: the Nazi version was dishonest through and through,

—Bettmann

Archive.

Nietzsche—"his thought
opens a hundred doors."
while Jaspers's book was eye-opening.
Much later, Heidegger, the other
leading German "Existentialist" (neither
he nor Jaspers likes this label), published a two-volume Nietzsche, not yet
translated; but that, too, lacks the importance of Jaspers's book. Both assign
roles to Nietzsche that he would have
found deeply uncongenial, but Jaspers's
misunderstanding is fruitful in a way
in which Heidegger's is not.
The central aim of Jaspers's Nietzsche
is to dissociate Nietzsche from all positions, all conclusions, all views that
have been attributed to him. We are
told at the outset that we must never
rest content with any statement we find
in Nietzsche's writings until we have
"also found the contradiction." On any
given topic Jaspers collects a number
of quotations in this spirit, with the
avowed aim of showing us the inadequacy of all finished positions. Jaspers's
goal transcends Nietzsche: he wants to
disturb the reader, dislodge him from
his positions, and recall him to authenticity and freedom. We are to be
awakened to choose here and now how
to live, and what to make of ourselves.
Nietzsche is thus used as a means in an
appeal to the reader to change his life.
What does this mean for the interpretation of Nietzsche? Jaspers's method
is philologically untenable. He disregards the distinctions between what is
SR/May 22, 1965
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NEW BOOKS FROM CALIFORNIA
THE EUROPEAN RIGHT

ROBERT BRUCE

A Historical Profile. Edited by HANS ROGGER and EUGEN
WEBER. The first book to cast some light on the origins,
ideology, and nature of the Right, and to study it in a
number of European settings: England, France, Belgium,
Spain, Italy, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Finland, Russia, and Romania.
$9.50

G.

MEDICAL ILLUSTRATIONS IN MEDIEVAL
MANUSCRIPTS
LOREN MAC KINNEY. These illustrations, including 18 in
full color, from medieval medical manuscripts, provide
a brilliant picture of medical practice in the Middle Ages,
Ancient Greece, and Rome.
$15.00

THE ART OF CEZANNE
KURT BADT. Translated from the German by Sheila Ann
Ogilvie. Through this book Dr. Badt, who is both a
scholar and practicing artist, seeks to reveal the scope,
individuality, and significance of Cezanne's art.
$8.00

ESAU AND JACOB
JOAQUiM MARIA MACHADO DE ASSIS. Translated from the
Portuguese by Helen Caldwell. This absorbing political
novel, the next to the last Machado de Assis wrote before
his death, is also a deeply conceived allegory. "Machado
de Assis was a literary force transcending nationality
and language, comparable certainly to Flaubert, Hardy,
or James."-Dudley Fitts.
$5.00

University

of California

Press

w. s. BARROW. "This authoritative book will long remain the standard work on Bruce and his time."
- C. V Wedgwood, The New York Times Book Review.
"A massive work of scholarship... crammed with information and lucidly written."—Orville Prescott, The
New York Times.
$7.50

WINE
An Introduction for Americans. M. A. AMERINE and v. L.
SINGLETON. Explains what an American reader wants to
know about wine—without false romanticism or regional
favoritism, and with sufficient detail to provide a workable understanding of wine growing, wine making, and
wine enjoyment.
$6.00

THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDONESIA,
1951-1963
Seeks to define and trace the development of the Communist Party of Indonesia under the
leadership of D. N. Aidit, who gained control in January, 1951.
$8.50
DONALD HINDLEY.

EMPLOYMENT POLICY AND THE LABOR
MARKET
Edited, and with an Introduction by ARTHUR M. ROSS.
The 13 chapters in this book, presented originally at the
1964 Conference on Unemployment Research, yield a
challenging discussion of leading issues of employment
theory and policy.
$7.50
BERKELEY

• LOS

ANCELESNEW YORK

A Russian's American Dream:
A Memoir on William Frey
by A v r a h m Yarmolinsky

Story, by the biographer of Turgenev,
of a Russian general's son who in 1868
came to the U.S. to engage in "communistic" living and who years later, as
a Positivist, tried to convert Tolstoy.
$4.00

The Hyphenate in Recent American
Politics and Diplomacy
b y Louis L. Gerson

A political scientist's appraisal of the relation of immigrant loyalties and ethnicgroup activity to foreign policy.
$6.00

From Kansas Farm Boy to Scientist:
The Autobiography ot
Elmer Verner McCollum
An eminent scientist's reflections on a
remarkable career in education and
$5.00

science.

early and late, what Nietzsche himself
published and ephemeral notes published posthumously, and he ignores
the context of the sentences he quotes.
He has assembled striking quotations
on file cards, arranged them topically,
and then presents them to show at every turn that Nietzsche's thought cannot be nailed down as simply as most
people suppose.
Rut such an approach can never establish that a writer constantly contradicted himself. And it makes a mockery
of the subtitle of Jaspers's study: "An
Introduction to the Understanding of
His Philosophizing."

I

N 1936 Jaspers's book represented a
milestone: henceforth it was no longer
excusable to be unaware of the range of
Nietzsche's thought and writings. Rut
his book also represented an invitation
to later scholars to show how Nietzsche
had really philosophized, by giving due
attention to his intellectual development and by considering his ideas in
context. After all, Nietzsche was not as
inconclusive as Jaspers makes him out:
he did come to many striking conclusions.
The translation of Jaspers's book
seems commendably accurate and read-

able. The references for the abundant
Nietzsche quotations, however, have
been omitted—"partly for the sake of
attractive typography, . . . but above
all because no one who needs a translation could possibly make any use of
these references." This leaves the reader
no way of telling what is early and
what is late, what is from a book and
what from a mere jotting. The original
references would help students and
scholars who have some German, but
who find it easier to read Jaspers in
translation. A university press, publishing a 500-page book at $12, ought to be
more mindful of the needs of students.
The appendices, too, are translated
scrupulously, complete with the wrong
dates of publication Jaspers gave for
some of Nietzsche's works, and with the
bibliography of 1936. On the dustjacket,
finally, I am quoted as having said of
this book, in From Shakespeare to Existentialism ("From" has been omitted),
that "reading it is a profound experience." I did, and it is; but the quotation
(in the Anchor Books edition) comes
near the end of a highly critical discussion of "Jaspers's Relation to Nietzsche."
Jaspers's book resembles much Existentialist literature in being profoundly disturbing—but unsound.

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS PRESS, Lawrence

His Wit Against the Wicked

Good books from

Vanderbilt
CHINESE C O M M U N I S T
EDUCATION
Records of the First Decade
Edited by Stewart Fraser
THE LAST HERO
And Other Poems
by Louis Coxe
M A N IN ESTRANGEMENT
Comparison of the Thought of
Paul Tillich and Erich Fromm
by Guyton B. Hammond

$10.00

$4.00

By JOHN A. HARDON
fall

WATER RESOURCE INVESTMENT
IN TEN SOUTHERN STATES
by Robert H. Haveman
Foreword by Senator Proxmire
fall
DONALD DAVIDSON
An Essay and a Bibliography
by Thomas Daniel Young and
M. Thomas Inge

fall

VANDERBILT
University Press
Nashville • Tennessee
37203
88

The Colloquies
of Erasmus,
translated by Craig R. Thompson
(University of Chicago Press. 662 pp.
$15), offers the first complete
English
version in more than 200 years of one
of the most influential works by the
Renaissance humanist. John A. Hardon, S.J., is a member of the Department of Philosophy and Religion at
Western Michigan
University.

E

RASMUS of Rotterdam summarized
an era. He died in 1536, the year
Calvin published his Institutes, and
managed in less than seventy years to
revolutionize the humanities and biblical
studies in the Western world. His friendship with Luther made him suspect in
Catholic circles, and his loyalty to Thomas More cost him the support of the early
Reformers. To his dying day he professed his obedience to Rome; yet biographers call him the "first Protestant,"
whose denunciation of abuses in the
Church paved the way for the Reformation.
The Colloquies reveal Erasmus as a

humanist whose mastery of Latin was
such that popes and bishops begged
him to write in their favor, though his
criticism was so merciless that perhaps
nothing in Christian literature compares
with his satire of prelacy and of wickedness in high places.
Craig Thompson's is the first complete
English translation since 1725 of the
Colloquia familiaria. It is also the first
critical version, based on the earliest
editions of the sixteenth century. The
translation is nearly Erasmian in smoothness and has nothing of the stiffness we
normally associate with versions from
the Latin. An introduction places each
Colloquy in historical context, explains
its guiding theme, and supplies a wealth
of collateral material for study and further research.
Only a lifetime student of Erasmus
could have so wisely edited the Colloquies without using him as a whipping
post for decadent medieval Catholicism.
Thompson recognizes that Erasmus attacked what deserved attack, even when
he exceeded the canons of our theological gentility.
Besides the Colloquies, he includes
Erasmus's defense of their publication,
which ranks among the first apologias for
SR/May 22, 1965

